NECCC PRESENTATIONS

GENERAL

Designing a Landscape
David Akoubian (GA)
(Sponsored by Tamron)

Dark Field Lighting for Photographing Glass
Cheryl Belczak (NY)

Video and Audio with Your DSLR
Shawn Carey (MA)

Let’s Talk Photography 2017
Rick Gerrity (NJ)
(Sponsored by Panasonic)

Off Camera Flash- Creating Outstanding Light Without the Hassles
Doug Hansgate (NY)

Creative Macro Photography: Professional Tips and Techniques
Charles Needle (CA)

Visual Perception in Photos
Jack Reznicki (NY)
(Sponsored by Canon)

The Copyright Zone and More
Jack Reznicki (NY)
(Sponsored by Canon)

The City as Art: Night Photography
Chris Smith (IL)

NATURE

The Power of Simplicity and Expression
Nikhil Bahl (MD)

Photographing Mammals in the Wild and in Habitat
Vinny Colucci (NC)

Photographing Water – From Mountains to the Sea
Roman Kurywczak, ANEC (NJ)
(Sponsored by Sigma)

Bird Photography: Insights and Inspiration
Michael Milicia (MA)

Wildlife Get It Right the First Time
David Morgan (TX)
DIGITAL

Crafting Your Images with Plug-Ins
John Barclay (PA)

The Travel Photographer’s iPhone
William Barnett, APSA, AFIAP, MNEC (CT)

Creating Painterly Effects with Textures in Photoshop
Karen Choi (MA)

Lightroom – Title TBA
Tim Grey (NY)
(Sponsored by Adobe)

Experiencing All of the Colors of Black and White
Steve Inglima, ANEC (NC)

Lightroom Mobile and Tethering
Kent Messamore (NH)

When What and Where to Sharpen
Kelly Walkotten (MI)

PHOTOTRAVEL

A Travel Photographers Journey
Andre Gallant, ANEC (Canada)
(Sponsored by Nikon)

Shooting for the Story
Bob Krist (PA)
(Sponsored by Sony)

PORTRAITURE

The Simple Approach to Portraits that Flatter
Joe Edelman (PA)

Storytelling Photography – Children
Paula Swift (MA)

PRINTS

Getting the Perfect Color Print
John Gregor (MN)
(Sponsored by Datacolor)
PHOTOJOURNALISM

Sports Photography for the Common Man
Mike Dziak (NY)

Photojournalism: One Photo at a Time
Essdras Suarez (VA)
(Sponsored by million eyez)

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS

Camera Testing Clinic
Precision Camera (CT)

Camera Club Sparkle
Hazel Meredith, APSA, MNEC (CT)
Loretta Paul Goldin, MNEC (CT)

Nikon Celebrates 100 years in Photography
   A New Approach to Capturing Your World
Bob Watts, ANEC (MA)
Alex Podowski
(Sponsored by Nikon)